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WOS® Object Storage
Industry-Leading
Performance,
Availability, CostEffectiveness, and Scale
DDN WOS Key Advantages
Proven at hundreds of billions of
objects

Offers the most flexible data
protection models in order to
tune availability, reliability and
performance to the needs of the
application
Gives faster access to data based
on built in latency mapping

Storage doesn’t need to be complicated to scale and maintain. Organizations continue to
be insatiable consumers of storage capacity, and only a simplified cost effective storage
model will allow them to keep up with demand. DDN’s WOS enables organizations to build
highly reliable, infinitely scalable, cost-efficient storage pools for all their unstructured data
needs.
DDN has experience helping their customers scale WOS from a few 100 terabytes to systems
with 100s of Billions of objects and 100s of petabytes under management, seamlessly and
simply. Whether deploying Storage as a Service for a wide variety of use cases, or as a
targeted solution to the cost of expensive storage system or the unwieldy nature of tape,
WOS can be tuned to the unique challenges and requirements of your IT team.
Available as software or delivered as a density optimized appliance, WOS is a comprehensive
and purpose-built object storage solution that meets all of your unstructured data needs.
WOS offers multiple user configuration settings to make it the ideal solution for applications
ranging from web origins and collaborative workflows to content delivery, data protection,
and active archives.

Starts small (1 4U system) and can
scale 1 node at a time
Offers unmatched metadata
customization and search
LIFE SCIENCES
Scale: Readily handles 1TB/week data growth
Access: Easily integrated interface to custom workflow
Reliability: Maintains data integrity and offsite
replication

Cloud Storage
Efficiency: Increased performance, reduced data center
footprint and achieved cost savings simultaneously
Reliability: Increased data durability and protection,
complying with international funding bodies’ policies
Accessibility: Collaborative platform accelerates timeto-discovery

Mobile Device & Cloud Data Sharing

Storage-as-a-Service (SaaS) Cloud Solutions

Efficiency: Distributed environment managed as single,
high density entity, lowering IT, power and cooling costs

Efficiency: Securely and cost-effectively managing
petabytes of unstructured big data

Reliability: Multiple copies of data replicated between
sites for disaster recovery and low latency access

Scalability: Optimized data growth and management
in a minimal footprint

Accessibility: Files uploaded from PC by teachers and
students; and, research equipment/sensors from S3
applications to shared WOS Cloud

Accessibility: Able to store billions of objects on the
same platform accessible via a single federated
global namespace
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File Storage vs. Object Storage
Object Storage was designed as a more scalable alternative to
file storage solutions for simplified storage needs. File storage
was designed for files that need to be modified or changed
frequently. As such, file storage is complex to scale because of
file system hierarchies and locking mechanisms, which were
created to enable file modifications. This overhead drives up the
management cost exponentially.
File Storage
Millions of Files
Amendable Data
Locking Mechanisms
File System Hierarchy
Complex to Scale
TCO increases exponentially

vs

Object Storage
Hundreds of Billions of Objects
Immutable Data
No Locking Mechanisms
One Storage Pool, Object ID’s
Scales Uniformly
Lowest TCO

DDN is the only storage provider that fully embraces the fact that
most unstructured data (80+%) is never modified. The performance,
efficiency and scalability of WOS are beyond compare, leading to a
TCO that actually decreases per storage unit as the platform is scaled
out. WOS stores objects in one scalable namespace.

WOS Features
True Object Storage
WOS is enabled through DDN’s underlying NoFS (no underlying
file system) architecture, which minimizes disk operations with
as little as a single-disk-operation for reads, and two for writes.
(This sharply contrasts with the 8-10 I/O operations that POSIX file
systems require, resulting in additional performance and network
overhead). Further, the infinitely variable data buckets or “sector”
sizes used in WOS carefully balance performance and platter
utilization, while keeping system overhead very low.
• No Linux file I/ Os , no fragmentation
• Fully contiguous object read and write operations for maximum
disk efficiency
Federated Global Namespace
WOS Scales out in clusters of up to 256 nodes, and supports
clustering of up to 8,192 nodes across multiple geographies.
Combine up to 32 clusters to build out an exabyte namespace,
distributed geographically.
The Leader In Data Protection Flexibility
Offering the widest range of data protection options in the industry,
WOS can be optimized around various metrics to deliver the
availability, performance or data distribution required by individual
object. Each WOS node can support combinations of policy, so

the various policies can be applied to enable the highest data
availability and performance while minimizing overhead.
Self-healing Architecture
ObjectAssure, a unique form of erasure coding, has self-healing
capabilities that reduce the management effort. In case of a failed
disk, ObjectAssure only reconstructs the actual data that was
lost, as opposed to the entire disk. In the event of an object read
error, WOS automatically recreates the object from a replica or
parity to fulfill the request and then replaces the object to restore
compliance with the specified data protection policy. These
automatic features dramatically increase data availability and
reduce operator intervention. No hard tie between physical disks
and data:
• Failed drives are recovered through dispersed data placement
• Rebuilds happen at read, not write, speed
• Rebuild data, not disks

WOS Benefits
Flexibility
WOS provides full flexibility to build the right storage infrastructure
for any mix of applications. Customers can tune their infrastructure to
meet the requirements for their data and application needs.
• Choose data replication, erasure coding or both
• Protect data with smart policies for performance and/or disaster
recovery on a perobject basis
Cloud-like Accessibility
WOS provides RESTful APIs S3 Access to the WOS object store.
In addition, interfaces with WOS is offered from third party ISV’s
and DDN offers a complete WOS Partner development program
for users that prefer to do custom integration with their own inhouse applications.
More Efficiency
WOS was designed as a single storage solution for all your
unstructured data needs, to easily and reliably store petabytes of
information at the lowest cost. DDN maximizes storage efficiency
through the NoFS architecture, which keeps the solution easy
to manage at scale (one infrastructure). It is not unusual to find
customers who manage 10s of PB with just one full-time employee.
The TCO can be further optimized by leveraging the WOS Capacity
nodes and ObjectAssure, which provides the highest durability,
with the lowest overhead of any object storage solution on the
market.
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Complete Reliability
WOS provides full data protection with a wide choice of userselected protection schemes. Data protection policies can be
selected per object: synchronous and asynchronous replication;
local ObjectAssure (Erasure Coding); replicated ObjectAssure,
Global ObjectAssure (Hierarchical Erasure Coding) and Extended
Object Assure (De-constrained Erasure Coding). This enables
customers to design their infrastructure specifically to support
their required SLAs. As the only Object storage with an option
to perform rebuilds entirely in a single node, only DDN WOS
can protect against the huge hit to rebuild times and data risk
of rebuilds over the LAN or even the WAN while maintaining
extremely low overhead.
Exabyte-scale
Storage platforms can be scaled in three dimensions: the total
volume of storage; the number of objects; and the number of
sites. It is possible to deploy a fully functional storage cloud with
just a single WOS appliance, and then scale seamlessly by nondisruptively adding more nodes. A federated WOS namespace has
capacity for up to one exabyte and 32 trillion objects.

Content Delivery Network
Leverage WOS to build your own Content Delivery Network
for worldwide distribution of massive volumes of data with
high throughput and low latency. The unique latency-aware
technology in WOS, combined with the flexibility to optimize for
small and large file performance, make WOS the perfect CDN
storage origin. DDN has engaged with several partners to build
CDN architectures that scale to as many as 60 origin storage sites.
Worldwide Collaboration
Store assets in a globally distributed storage cloud to enable
collaboration between distributed teams and integrate with your
favorite workflow suites or file sync and share clients. WOS is the
only platform that enables integration with (and federation of)
parallel file systems. Leading research institutions and universities
around the world leverage WOS to build global collaboration
libraries, enabling more efficient workflows and quicker times to
result/discovery.

WOS use cases are extended with a mix of in-house developed
solutions, integrated applications from third party ISV’s and reference
architectures through the WOS Partner program. With its rich choice
of API’s and file system gateways, WOS can easily be integrated for
Custom Applications as well. WOS currently supports a wide variety of
use cases with pre-integrated partner solutions.

Active Archives
Many providers have been promoting disk storage solutions as
an alternative to tape to build “Active” Archives, but few are able
to provide the cost-efficiency that is required to build petabytescale repositories. WOS enables customers to monetize their data
and build highly reliable, scale-out archive infrastructures, at the
lowest TCO. WOS provides instant access to all archived assets
and integrates with popular archival platforms, such as: ASG®
and iRODS®. DDN is a member of the Active Archive Alliance to
continue thought leadership and integration points with object
storage to the modern archive applications.

Sync & Share
Automated Sync & Share applications enable users to securely upload
documents to the cloud, synchronize files and mobile devices, and
easily share information with others. This is one of the more popular
applications that utilize WOS, leveraging the latency-aware and data
placement capabilities that are unique to the platform. WOS Sync &
Share comes as a pre-integrated partner solution, from companies like
CTERA® and OwnCloud®.

Video Post-production
WOS enables collaborative editing for distributed teams in video
post-production environments. Integrate WOS with your favorite
post-production workflow suites, directly integrated through the
native REST API or by leveraging the integrated S3, Swift, CIFS, NFS
and GPFS file system gateways. WOS can be optimized to replace
several tiers of the storage infrastructure with one, scalable and
easy to manage storage pool.

WOS Use Cases

Video Streaming
Enable Video on Demand, Cloud DVR or other video streaming
services for residential or corporate end users. WOS provides
high-throughput, low latency video delivery streaming for
geographically distributed viewers. WOS Video Streaming can be
deployed as a custom solution (integrated with API’s or file system
gateways) or as a pre-integrated solution using the technology
from partners like Arris®, a global innovator in cable, video and
broadband technology.
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Technical Specifications

WOS 9012 Specifications
5 Rack Units per Appliance
90 Drives per appliance
Drive Options: 10TB, 12TB, 14TB
Network Interfaces: 2 x 40GbE

WOS Cluster Specifications
Controller Host Ports per Appliance

256

Maximum # of WOS clusters per WOS namespace

32

Maximum # of UNIQUE objects per cluster

1 Trillion

Maximum total cluster capacity with 10TB hdds

215PB

Maximum Cluster Aggregate R/W Performance (SAS HDDs)

256M Object Reads; 64MB Object Writes

Maximum Namespace Aggregate R/W Performance (SAS HDDs)

8M Object Reads; 2M Object Writes

Maximum Object Size

5TB

User-Defined Metadata

Up to 64MB

Data Placement Policies PER CLUSTER

64

Data Protection

Local ObjectAssure Erasure Coding and/or SyncAsync Replication, Global Object Assure Erasure
Coding, Extended Object Assure Erasure Coding

About DDN
DataDirect Networks (DDN) is the world’s leading big data storage supplier to data-intensive, global
organizations. DDN has designed, developed, deployed, and optimized systems, software, and solutions
that enable enterprises, service providers, research facilities, and government agencies to generate more
value and to accelerate time to insight from their data and information, on premise and in the cloud.
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